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Abstract - This paper introduces a new scheme 
for spread spectrum multiple access. Like RIC- 
CD31.4. this scheme accomplishes spectral spread- 
ing by transmission of identical data over K car- 
riers simultaneously. However, unlike any existing 
CDMA techniqut. to date, this method supports 
usrr orthogonality not through the use of spreading 
codes (based on PN sequences), but rather through 
niultiple carrier interference. Specifically, in this 
novel method, aptly named CIhI.4 (Carrier Inter- 
ference Multiple .4ccess), the interference of mul- 
tiple carriers enables user orthogonality or pseudo- 
orthogonality based on user positioning in time. It is 
shown that CIRl.4 supports simplified receiver struc- 
tures for AiYGN channels. and offers performance 
benefits in XiVGN and fading environments. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Direct sequence code division multiple access (DS- 
CDhl.4) h+ emerged as a popular multiple access 
scheme in commercial applications. The wide band- 
width of DS-CDhI.4 signals results in frequency se- 
lcctive multipath fading which, when combined with 
a RAKE receiver, supports path diversity gains. 
However, the path diversity benefits are only attain- 
able when continuous estimation of path gain and 
path delay are implemented. This demands signifi- 
(.ant signal processing power, especially in the pres- 
w w  of otficr user's multipath interference. A second 
c'iinrrrn i n  DS-CDRIX arises in high data rate appli- 
c : i t i o t r h .  wticn channrl delay spread exceeds the data 
syiiitml duration. In srich cases DS-CDRIA is sub- 
j w t  t o  w v ( w  ISI(lntt~-syinbol Interference) and IC1 
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(Inter chip Interference). 
Recently, the promise of OFDM (orthogonal fre- 
quency division multiplexing) has been successfully 
combined with CDMA, resulting in the introduc- 
tion of multi-carrier CDMA (MC-CDMA)[l]. Here, 
each data symbol is transmitted simultaneously over 
N narrowband subcarriers, with each subcarrier en- 
coded with the -7r or 7r phase offset (as determined 
by a PN code sequence). hlultiple access is s u p  
ported by assigning different users (which transmit 
over the same subcarriers) different P N  codes - or- 
thogonal to  the codes of other users. 
hIC-CDMA achieves significant performance bene- 
fits over conventional DS-CDMA. These result be- 
cause diversity gains stem from frequency diversity 
rather than path diversity, allowing for improved 
combining without loss due to  IC1 [2].Furthermore, 
in high data rate applications, MC-CDMA is capa- 
ble of spreading the signal bandwidth while avoiding 
the adverse effect of the delay spread on the original 
data [2]. 
This paper introduces a new spread spectrum mul- 
tiple access method known as Carrier Interference 
Multiple Access (CIhIA). CIMA is similar to hlC- 
CDhlA in that identical data symbols are sent over 
N subcarriers simultaneously. However, multiple ac- 
cess in CIMA is attained not through the use of 
PN sequences but rather through a novel carrier in- 
terference scheme. CIRIA will be shown to demon- 
strate a number of benefits relative to MC-CDM.4. 
Firstly, MC-CDMA may utilize either orthogonal or 
pseudo orthogonal codes. Once a selection is made, 
no changes are possible in the MC-CDRIA case. In 
CIhIA systems, orthogonality among users is always 
attained wherever the number of users is less than 
or equal to the number of dimensions (number of 
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carricrs). and pseudo ortliogoliiilit\ among users is 
arhievcd once the iiuriibrx of uscrs esceeds the num- 
ber of carricrs. That is, CIRI.4 systems naturally 
swit rh froni orthogonality to pseudo orthogonality, 
arid bark again a$ dictated by the number of users. 
Addit ionally. in A\VGX (-4dditive White Gaussian 
Noise) channels, CIR1.4 supports a greatly simplified 
receiver structure. CIhlA also promises a number of 
addit ioliiil h ie f i t s  which will be discussed at the end 
of this work. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 in- 
troduces the CIhl.4 signal and its characteristics. 
Sections 3. 4 and 5 present the CIMA transmit- 
ter. the channel model arid the CIMA receivers re- 
spect ively. Section 6 introduces the performance of 
CIM.4. Throughout. BPSK modulation is utilized 
to simplify the presentation of the new system, but 
ot ticr Inodulat ion t echliiques are equally applicable. 

2 CIMA SIGNALING 

Figiii ( 3  2 slio\v* t l i ( a  cmv(~lopo of the CIhlA signal 
for .Y = 16 carrivts CILIA envelopes are periodic 
with pcriod l / A f .  LVithin each period, mainlobes 
deinonstrate a duration of & and the N - 1 side- 
lolws a duration of &. The l i h  side lobe has max- 
irriurri amplit udc (nornialized with respect to main- 
lob(* ai~iplitude) 

(3) 
1 A(1)  = 

Nsin R(f + i) 

way, two user's CIMA signals can be positioned or- 
thogonally. 
The CIMA signal employed by a second user has an 
envelope corresponding to  a time shifted version of 
the CIMA envelope of a first user. The expression 
for CC between user k and user j ,  with a time shift 
between envelopes of T ,  can be shown to  be 

1 N-l 
R k , j ( ~ )  = - cos(Z(2.rrAf~)) (4) 

2Af 

This CC term demonstrates 2 ( N  - 1) zeros: 
0 N - 1 equally spaced zeros at {&, k 
1,2 ,  ..., N - 1) as a result of the - term and 
0 N - 1 equally spaced zeros at {2(sk;fAf,k = 
1,2 ,  ..., N - 1) as a result of the cos (.) term. 
This indicates that there exist 2 ( N  - 1) locations in 
time where a second user may be placed (by choice 
of AO) to maintain orthogonality with respect to a 
first user. 
The existence of one set of N - 1 equally spaced 
zeros indicates that a CIMA system can simultane- 
ously support N orthogonal users. The existance 
of a second set of zeros indicates that we can place 
the users orthogonally at either (1) positions corre- 
sponding to the first set of zeros, or (2) at positions 
corresponding to the second set of zeros. 
The spacing between the first set of N - 1 zeros 
and the second set of N - 1 zeros is such that users 
positioned in one set of zeros are nearly orthogonal 
(pseudo orthogonal) to users positioned at the other 
set of zeros. Hence, a CIMA system can support 
N orthogonal users, and, additionally, if more users 
are to be accommodated, it can support these users 
pseudo orthogonally by placing them on the second 
set of zeros. 

= 

3 TRANSMITTER MODEL 

The transmitter for the kth user in a CIMA sys- 
tem is shown in Figure 4. The input data symbol, 
ak[n], is assumed to be binary antipodal where n 
denotes the nth bit interval and k denotes the I C t h  
user. It is assumed that ~ [ n ]  takes on values -1 and 
+1 with equal probability. The transmitted signal 
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w h t w  h: is t l ir  total nulnber of users in the system. 
111 a CI\I=\ systeni the Lf's are selected such that, 
t l i v  c'arritsr frrquericies {f,. i = O? 1, ..., N - I}, are 
orthogonal to each other. This aids in synchro- 
iriziitioii at tlic receiver. It can be shown that the 
c h i w  of iriiiiiniuni -If that ensures orthogona1it.y is 
A j  = 1,/7;, . \vlicrc. Tt, is the bit duration. 

4 CHANNEL MODEL 

where ( fl - f,) indicates the frequency separation 
between the i t h  and the j f h  subcarriers. Generation 
of two fades with correlation has been discussed in 
[ 5 ] ,  and a more general method is presented in [6]. 

5 RECEIVER STRUCTURES 

The received signal is characterized by 

K N-1 

T ( t )  = a,ak[n] COS (27Tfat + iA@k -I- 4,)+'7)a(t) 
k = l  r=O 

(11) 
where a, is the gain and 4a the phase offset due to 
the channel; and v E ( t )  represents AWGN. To sim- 
plify the analysis, exact phase synchronization is as- 
sumed. 
The CIAlA receiver for user k is shown in Figure 
5. Here. the received signal is projected onto the 
orthonormal basis of the transmitted signal, out- 
putting = ( T O ,  T I ,  ...., T N - ~ )  where 

K 

rl  = a$k[n]+ aaa,[nlc0~(i(4ek - A ~ , ) ) + v ,  

(12) 
where qz is a Gaussian random variable with mean 
0 and variance N o / 2 .  
Next a suitable combining strategy is used to create 
a decision variable, D which then enters a decision 
device with output &k[n]. 

In the case of an AWGK channel (a, = 1 and 4z = 
0 ) ,  CIXfA supports the simplified receiver structure 
shown in Figure 6 .  Instead of N bandpass filters, 
the CIhlA receiver employs a single matched filter 
matched to the kfh user's CIMA envelope (Figure 

In fading channels, the general receiver of Figure 5 
is employed. Different combining methods may be 
used, such as the popular EGC (Equal Gain Com- 
bining), MRC (Maximal Ratio Combining), ORC 
(orthogonality restoring combining) and MMSEC 
(Minimum mean square error combining). MMSEC 
has been shown to produce the best performances 
in MC-CDMA [2]. Employing MMSEC in our case 
results in the decision variable D given by the linear 
sum 

i = I , J # k  

2). 

N - 1  
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6 PERFORMANCE 
RESULTS 

Figurc. 7 prrscwts t 1 i ~  bit error raw (BER) versus 
r i u ~ i i b c ~ r  of uscrs. wlieii S = 32, S N R  = 16dB 
and ?rlIlSEC combining is employed. Results are 
p r c w n t  cd for a frequency selective Rayleigh fading 
( ~ l i i ~ ~ i n ~ l  with both (Af),/Bll’=0.5 (Figure 7) and 
(Aj),./B1\-=0.25 (Figure 8). The lower bound is 
t n.o-fold diversity performance. 
Comparison is made with MC-CDMA. Two MC- 
CDl1.4 curves are provided, the first assumes or- 
t liogonal Hadamard-\l’alsh (HN’) codes of length 32 
(dasfitd linr) and the second assumes gold codes 
(solid linc). 
A s  w ~ i i  in  Figures 7 and 8. CIRl.4 BERs (dotted 
liiici) iiiatrli those of orthogonal hlC-CDhI.4 up to 
32 iisws. \Vhile orthogonal >IC-CDRIA can not 
sii1q)ort adtiit ional users. CI51.4 is shown to accom- 
i i i o d a t c i  a growing nuniber of users. If MC-CDM.4 
is prc-sclwt ed to support additional users, by use 
of I ) w i i d o  orthogonal gold codes, it, results in per- 
forniii i i( .(t  drgradation zs  shown by the solid line. 
Cll1.A. lion-ovrr. offcm the performance of orthogo- 
1i;i1 \IC-CDll.4 w i t h  the flesibility (in ternis of nuni- 
l ~ * i .  of users) of iioii-ortliogonal MC-CDM-4. 
Figiirw 7 and 8 togc,tlic.r slion tlic performance of 
Cl\I:l itli(i lIC-CD\l.4 iiiiproving with decrease in 
( ~ f ) . . / B l l - :  i.v. i n  t l i t b  rases of a less correlated fad- 
ing o v w  t h c ,  siihiirriws. pcrforniance improves. 

7 DISCUSSION AND CON- 
CLUSIONS 

In this paper, Cl31.4. an iiinovation in spread spec- 
t rum inultiple access. is introduced. For the AWGN 
cliannc~l. CIll.4 faci1itat.e~ thc, usv of a simplified 
recvivvr st rurt we. In A\YG!K and frequency selec- 
t i v r  Riiylcigh fading channels. CIMA’s performance 
niatc.ht~s that of ortliogonal RlC-CDh1.4 up to the 
\IC-CD\l.4 N uscr limit. CIM.4 provides the added 
t h i 1 ) i l i t y  of going twyond N users, by adding users 
wit 11 I)sciido orthogonal positioning. 
Fort licxmiing rcwarch will focus on demonstrating 
t l i i b  it(Iditio1i;tl benefits of a CIhl.4 system. This re- 
3iS; irr l l  \vi11 iIiclud(* ii study of t.hr following : 
0 T l i i ,  s i i l)c. itrricw which coniposc a CIhl.4 signal 
( ’ i i I 1  l ) i *  ; a s i K i i c d  itiiiplitiid(~ weight.s t .0  create reducwi 
~ i t l i ~ l o l ~ ~  it(.tivity i i i  t l w  t i i i i ~  doniain. (whling ClRl.4 

to support multiple users with reduced interference. 
0 CIMA will be combined with FDM to significantly 
enhance frequency diversity benefits. 
0 Flexibility of user positioning in time allows for po- 
sitionings that optimize various criteria, (e.g., mini- 
mizing near-far effects, optimizing performance for a 
given combining/Multiuser Detection (MUD) strat- 

0.4 merger between CIMA signals and antenna ar- 
rays will be explored, and benefits in terms of in- 
creased capacity, spatial diversity, and spatial sweep- 
ing will be examined. 
The benefits of CIMA presented in this work, cou- 
pled with those anticipated from forthcoming re- 
search, may enable CIMA to achieve notoriety 
among existing multiple access techniques. 

egy). 
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Figure 1: CIMA signal including the  carrier 
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Figiirc~ 1: CIILLIA Transmitter of k'" user 

Figure 6: Simplified CIMA Receiver for AWGN 
channel 
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Figure 7: BER performance of CIMA, orthog- 
onal MC-CDMA and pseudo orthogonal MC- 
CDMA; (Af)c /BW = 0.5 
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Figure 8: BER performance of CIMA, orthog- 
onal MC-CDMA and pseudo orthogonal MC- 
CDMA; (Af)c/I?W = 0.25 
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